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Lesson structure - Understanding Media Literacy
 partner country: Spain                                                                    school: EP LA SALLE

NAME:  WHO CARES?

Topic: 
Annotation / 
Short summary

Privacy, right to image, commit a crime using other people’s images. 

Avoid trivializing. 

Aims: The aim is to point out how easy is that innocent images uploaded by us onto the
Net may end in evil hands. It does matter what we upload and it is very important
to really spend some time finding out and establishing all the possible filters 
which the social network puts at our disposal.

Age group:  12-18 years

Level

Time 45 minutes

Materials Disguises, computer, photography editing and retouching software, A3 paper, 
colors.

Procedure a) 1st step:  doing a photo call to capture students’ images or / and (from the 
country of origin) asking a picture of (at least) one of the students 
participating in the meeting to manipulate it afterwards.                              

The students ask their European peers that some of them (one per country) 
come to a certain place to make a photo-call. They ask them to disguise 
wearing a bullfighter’s hat, a mexican hat, sevillana dress.                         
Those pictures are taken o retouched with an application to cut out their 
faces.

b) 2nd step: Doing a Kahoot!

    We collect data.

c) 3rd step: teamwork in groups of 4 (numbered heads from 1 to 8)

    Analyze data / information of the last 5 questions: They have to extract a      

    conclusion in the form of a paragraph (4-5 lines).

    After that they have to create a explicative and advice poster with a slogan  

    (A3 paper for each group, colours)

    Finally, each will present their poster together with their 4-5 lines conclusion. 

d) 4º step: we show the video “Cuidado con las fotos que subes a Internet”



    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we7wO2PJJfQ

    After watching this video, are you thinking about changing your attitude      

    when uploading pictures? How? Can this happen to you?

e) 5º step: We show the attending people the students’ retouched pictures.

    And now, are you thinking about changing your attitude when uploading    

    pictures? How? 

Closure / 
reflection

The aim is the students to change their perception about sharing pictures in 
Internet.

We want them to be aware that once uploaded, we lose control over them.

They must know that their information in wrong hands can be used with criminal 
intentions.

Follow up 
(homework)

We have to be sure that the privacy policy that we have in our social networks is 
the one we want to have.

Tools needed photo call, kahoot, in a computer and in every mobile phone, video and paper 
for reflection.

Resources/ 
Bibliography

Youtube video:     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we7wO2PJJfQ


